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Process Your Documents – Just the Way You Want

When this power-pack of Image Studio modules is combined together with Mavro Imaging’s Automated Data
Enrichment Modules, sites can achieve powerful and flexible end-to-end solutions.

MavBridge™ provides a powerful and configurable Document Processing and Indexing Suite that can 
help you process your documents exactly the way you want. The MavBridge Image Studio Suite of  
software provides individual modules that are the basic building blocks for any document processing
solution—use them individually, or combine them together to form a powerful, customizable solution.

Recognition Read index values from image using OCR, Barcode, and Mark Sense. Automatically
adjust for skew and shift. Then, validate data using built-in validation functions.  

Key From Image Use Key From Image modules to capture data that is unreadable using recognition or
that requires additional validation. Field level highlight and zoom features make 
viewing image data and locating fields easy.

Select any combination of data fields including dates, batch or sequence numbers as
indexes in your system. Use the MavScript™ Editor to generate unique indexes from
any combination of data fields.

Flexible Indexing 
Options

Configurable  Configure dynamic workflows based on flexible combinations of job, document
and field logic. Easily create workflow queues by job or document type to optimize 
efficiency within your operation.

Standard Configurable Release images and index data in a wide range of formats using any standard, con-
figurable release scripts such as XML, CSV, PDF, TIFF, X9.37, and ODBC. Select from a 
wide range of natively supported interfaces for most industry standard ECM solutions. 

and Custom Releases

Multi-Level Reporting Release index data incrementally as it completes intraday or as a group at the end of a
shift. Automatically configure and generate reports for reconciliation.

Image Based Simply provide an image and begin defining index fields. The drag and drop, intuitive
interface makes configuration easy.

Parameter Driven No programming is required to set up jobs, workflows, documents and index fields. 
Just click through the options from a tree list and update parameters as needed.

Custom Edits Take advantage of the custom edit interface to tailor solutions the way you want them.

Auto Classification Automatically identify documents using an intelligent combination of OCR, Barcode, 
Mark Sense and dimensional data.   

Manual Classification Use simple point and click manual classification from image to handle exception 
documents. 

Batch Perfection Easily correct scanning errors by adjusting transaction boundaries, changing page
type, rotating, moving and deleting pages, all from an easy-to-use image-based 
interface. Enhance and re-threshold images rather than pull and rescan documents. 
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